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	The one question I get asked most by other creatives is, “How do you
	get your vector artwork to look so nice?” When people ask me this,
	they’re not talking about any specific art project or illustration, but
	rather how I go about building my artwork in vector format so precisely.


	Truth is that many designers, whether they are students or seasoned
	professionals, struggle with building precise vector shapes. I have wrestled
	with it myself. There are times I have to access old art files from my
	personal archive, and when I open them, I cringe, thinking, “Why did I
	build it that way?” or “That could have been done a lot better.”


	The point is: We all have room for improvement.


	Vector Basic Training exhaustively documents my own creative process
	and approach to building vector artwork. The methods I’ll cover in this
	book (with exception to the plug-ins covered in chapter 2) are what I’d
	call application-agnostic. No specific software is required because you’ll
	be able to take these methods and use them within the vector drawing
	application of your choice. For sake of demonstration, I’ll be using
	Adobe Illustrator, which is the drawing application of my choice.


	This book isn’t your typical software-oriented technical manual or a
	how-to for using the latest tools and pull-down menu effects. It assumes
	you have a general understanding of vector drawing applications already
	and want to improve your skills so you can build precise vector artwork.
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MCTS: Windows Server 2008 Applications Infrastructure Configuration Study Guide: Exam 70-643Sybex, 2008

	Microsoft has recently changed its certification program to contain three primary series: Technology, Professional, and Architect. The Technology Series of certifications is intended to allow candidates to target specific technologies and is the basis for obtaining the Professional Series and Architect Series of certifications. The...
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Fundamentals of OOP and Data Structures in JavaCambridge University Press, 2000

	This is a CS 2 book that presents classical data structures in an object-oriented programming (OOP) context using Java. This book also focuses on the basic principles of OOP and graphical user interface (GUI)-based programming – two paradigms essential for modern programming and problem solving. Our book is aimed principally at CS 2...
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Customer and Business Analytics (Chapman & Hall/CRC The R Series)Routledge, 2012

	
		Customer and Business Analytics: Applied Data Mining for Business Decision Making Using R explains and demonstrates, via the accompanying open-source software, how advanced analytical tools can address various business problems. It also gives insight into some of the challenges faced when deploying these tools....
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McGraw-Hill's PCATMcGraw-Hill, 2008
The Pharmacy College Admission Test (PCAT) is a standardized exam that is used to assess applicants to pharmacy schools. It is required as part of the admissions process by most U.S. pharmacy schools. The test is created and administered by Harcourt Assessment, the oldest commercial test publisher in the nation and a leader in the test development...
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Deploying OpenLDAPApress, 2004

	...I was excited to see Deploying OpenLDAP, by Tom Jackiewicz and published by Apress, on Amazon's electronic bookshelf. After reviewing the Table of Contents I quickly ordered the book.


	For all the work and time invested in using LDAP, not enough time has been spent designing the layout and the logic of directories. End...
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Models, Methods, and Tools for Complex Chip Design: Selected Contributions from FDL 2012Springer, 2013

	This book is the latest contribution to the LNEE series, and it consists of selected

	papers presented at the Forum on Specifications and Design Languages (FDL) 2012,

	which took place in September 2012 at Vienna University of Technology, Vienna,

	Austria.





	FDL is a well-established international forum devoted to...
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